
Horsham Blueprint Neighbourhood Forum 
Steering Group Meeting Minutes (Draft) 

Monday 23 March 2015 
 
Attended by:  Frances Haigh (Chair), Andrew Cooke, Claire Millar, Graham Sitton, Trudie Mitchell, , 
Mike Dancy, Diane Sumpter.  
 
Apologies: David Searle, Richard Plant 
 
1. The minutes of the last meeting were approved.  
 
Application for Designation  
 
2. As agreed at the last meeting, Frances had asked HDC for a formal reply to the questions 

Blueprint had raised about designation in various email exchanges.  Frances shared the reply 
from HDC with the group before the meeting.  The group felt that the letter from HDC needed to 
refer to the 3 options discussed at the meeting between HDC and Blueprint in January – the 
letter refers to just 2 – and that HDC had made it clear that one of these options (for a 
residential forum; Blueprint’s preferred option) was not acceptable to them.  The group also felt 
that the letter should make specific reference to Blueprint as a Forum: if we accept an area 
designation that is acceptable to HDC, will they designate Blueprint? Language along the follow 
lines might be helpful: “Please confirm that there will be no further problems with designating 
Horsham Blueprint as the Neighbourhood Forum, on acceptance of one of these options.  
Action: Frances to request a further letter from HDC.  
 

3. The group remained of the view that the unparished area of Horsham does not, in any way, 
meet the description of a “Business Area” as set out in the legislation.  However, the group also 
felt that a continued delay to designating an area and progressing with a Neighbourhood Plan 
was not in the community’s interest.  Delay meant missing out on opportunities to influence 
planning decisions, and in gaining Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) receipts for community 
projects.  The group would therefore, reluctantly, accept designation as a Business Area if that 
made progress possible.  For the same reason, the group agreed that any action to complain 
about the designation process, and the unnecessary delays that we had encountered, should 
also follow designation, rather than risk creating further delay.      

 
Lessons learned  
 
4. The group noted that although we had learned some useful lessons about the process of 

neighbourhood planning over the last year, despite the delays.  It was clear that producing a 
plan involved a lot of work, and in the coming year it would be good to take early decisions on   
which elements of the plan we would like to commission work on (using available funding), and 
who to use.  “Action in Rural Sussex” and the University of Brighton were examples of the type 
of organisation we could work with.   
 

5. It would be useful to hear from an organisation like AIRS at the next Steering Group meeting, to 
hear from then about what goes in to a plan, and what they can offer.  

 
6. The group agreed that at the next meeting we should revisit the project plan, with a view to 

reinvigorating the process.  This should include consideration of forthcoming Horsham events 
and the possibility of a ‘relaunch’ for Blueprint, to recruit more supporters.  

 

 



 
Finances 
 
7. Diane reported that the unspent money had been returned to CDF, but that she would seek 

written confirmation of this from them.  (Action: Diane).  The accounts have been completed 
and are ready for presentation to the AGM; there is £360 available to fund the AGM.   Once the 
area, and Blueprint, are designated we will be entitled to receive further funding from HDC. 

 
AGM 
 

8. The AGM will be on 6 June, 10 am start, hopefully at the Salvation Army Hall.  The quorum 
required is 21 members.    

 
 AOB and date of next meeting  
 
9.  The Steering Group meeting will be on Monday 13 April, at 7:30.  The focus of this meeting will 

be planning what we need to do to get a Neighbourhood Plan produced.   
 
10.  Frances updated the group on her work with the Technology Hub at Tanbridge School.  


